We study the possibility to produce single fourth SM family fermions at electron-positron colliders via anomalous γ − f 4 − f interactions.
interactions. Arguments presented in [18] concerning t-quarks anomalous interactions are already valid for fourth family fermions.
In this paper we study single production of the fourth family leptons and quarks at e + e − colliders. For the time being we restrict ourselves to the anomalous interactions mediated by photon.
II. Anomalous γ − f 4 − f interactions
Within the Standard Model there are no anomalous vertices like γ − f 4 − f at the tree level, they arise only due to loop contributions and, therefore, are suppressed. On the other hand, these vertices are essentially enhanced in various extensions of the SM. For example, the possibility of anomalous transitions exist in a wide class of dynamical models for the fermion mass generation [18] . Following [19, 20] , the γ − f 4 − f vertices can be written as
where Λ is the new physics cutoff, e = √ 4πα , e f =-1, 2/3 and -1/3 for l 4 , u 4 and d 4 , respectively, k γ is the strength of the anomalous coupling,
, g 1 and g 2 denote the relative magnitude of the left and right components of the f 4 −f current, g 
III. Decays of the fourth family fermions
Decay width for the SM modes is given by,
where V 4i is the corresponding element of the 4x4 CKM matrix, M denotes the mass of the fourth family fermion. Anomalous interactions lead to additional FCNC decay modes. Let us remind that, at this stage we constrain ourselves with anomalous interactions mediated by photon only. According to (1) we obtain:
As seen from (2) SM decay modes are determined by CKM matrix elements.
Within the parametrization given in [6] [7] [8] the main SM decay modes are u 4 −→bW
−4 , respectively. Differing from the case of t-quark decays [19] , where SM decay mode is dominant with respect to decay modes mediated by anomalous interaction, in decays of fourth family fermions anomalous interaction mode may be well dominating. Neglecting masses of W-boson and first three family fermions compared to fourth family fermion masses, which are taken to be equal to 400 GeV for numerical estimations, and assuming the cutoff scale Λ to be equal to m 4 we get from (2) and (3) 
IV. Total cross section for single production of fourth family fermions
Using Eq. (1) for anomalous γ − f 4 − f vertex one can easily obtain the cross section for the process e + e − → γ * →f 4 f,
Cross section values as a function of the fourth family fermions mass for √ s = 500 GeV are presented in the Fig. I . Taking 25 events per working year (10 7 s) as the observation limit, we see that √ s = 500 GeV e + e − colliders with integrated luminosity of 100 fb −1 can reach the following upper limits for |k γ | 2 :
3.6×10 −3 for u 4 u(c), 1.66×10 −2 for d 4 d(s) and 5.4×10 −3 for l 4 e(µ, τ ). With M = 400 GeV the process e + e − → γ * → u 4 t is kinematically forbidden at √ s = 500 GeV.
V. Conclusion
Although the first stage (500 GeV c.m. energy) of future lineer electronpositron colliders is not promising for the pair production of the fourth SM family fermions, it will yield important results for the single production via anomalous interaction. As an example, we show that sensitivity up to 0.01 can be reached for |k γ | 2 .
We studied single production via anomalous interaction with photon only. The production via Z is possible as well. In this case both k γ and k Z must be taken into account together. The corresponding analysis is being studied and will be reported in the next work. 
